SUCCESS STORY

Here at ASYMA, we are in it for the long term and will be
there whenever our customers need us.
CHALLENGE
THE CUSTOMER
Flexahopper Plastics is a 100% Canadian
owned international rotational molding
plastics company. Since 1967, they take
pride in the quality and workmanship of
their products.
They are committed to world-class
customer service and investment
in advanced processing techniques
and quality control.
Through membership in many
professional and trade associations, as
well as extensive research and
development, they are successful in
taking many complex and difficult to
produce products to market.

Website:
www.flexahopper.com

Systems Profile:
Sage 300
Sage CRM
MlSys Manufacturing

Flexahopper Plastics Ltd. Needed to find a manufacturing
control system that would accurately cost their BOMs, make BOM
management and customization easier and provide them with both material
requirement forecasting and master production scheduling.

SOFTWARE FLEXIBILITY ISSUES CAUSES WASTED
ENERGY
Flexahopper has a complex product mix comprising over 600 items and
several dozen distributors which makes for a difficult management task in
materials planning, BOM maintenance and production scheduling. Many of
the products produced are often changed based on custom ordering. Under
their old system, having a non-standard or custom BOM based on a sales
order was next to impossible to maintain as it would require creating a new
BOM for every custom order. Within their old system, changing a BOM item
was very tedious as each BOM would have to be individually changed when
a raw material that was common to many BOMs was changed. This led to
outdated and inaccurate costing of BOMs and production. Material planning
was a guessing game based on constant physical counts and checks of
raw materials. The system in use had no practical or accurate material
requirements planning system. Production scheduling was also a problem
as their old system had no facility for estimating production times of
product runs.

SOLUTIONS
After looking at may options Flexahopper Plastics Ltd. Evaluated and
purchased MISys SAE Levels 1, 2 and 3 along with Sage 300.

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY SAVES TIME
AND MONEY
Flexahopper Plastics Ltd. needed to find a manufacturing control system
that would accurately cost their BOMs, make BOM management and
customization easier and provide them with both material requirement
forecasting and master production scheduling. They needed to find a
software system that would integrate with the existing accounting system
rather than purchase an entire new system. MISys Manufacturing
for Sage 300 (MISys SAE) fit the bill.
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SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY SAVES TIME
AND MONEY

GUIDING GREAT BUSINESSES

• It integrated with the existing SAGE 300 accounting system.
• It allows for easy cost "roll-ups" throughout BOMs when items are
replaced or have price changes.
• It allows customization through the use of "Manufacturing Orders"
that can customize a BOM based on orders without changing the
standard BOM.
• It does an excellent job of materials and purchasing planning based
on unlimited customizable criteria
• It accurately forecasts production run times based on the Bill Of
Manufacturing routing details.

Asyma Solutions LTD believes
customers deserve systems
that work.
We believe in using technology and
management best practices as
effectively as possible to help your
organization succeed.
This is done by providing innovative
and sound proactive professional
advice, products and services to
enhance the financial well-being of
your organization.

RESULTS
They now always have proper stock levels on hand and have reduced
freight costs by an estimated 15% by eliminating “emergency orders.”

ASYMA PROVIDES VALUE ADDED RESULTS
Flexahopper Plastics Ltd. evaluated and purchased MISys SAE Levels 1,
2 and 3 after looking at many options. The software cost savings alone
were enough to justify the purchase. Return On Investment in money and
time has been great: They now always have proper stock levels on hand
and have reduced freight costs by an estimated 15% by eliminating
"emergency orders". It has also allowed them to negotiate better terms
with their suppliers. They now have accurately costed finished goods
which allows them to determine the best product pricing for customers
and themselves. They can also customize a production run and still know
exactly what it costs based on standard, projected, and actual costs
and can now give a customer an accurate expected delivery date. "If
you are a manufacturer and are already using Sage 300 as your accounting
package, you cannot afford not to use MISys Manufacturing
for Sage 300 (MISys SAE)."
© Copyright Asyma Solutions LTD. All rights reserved. The capabilities, system requirements,
and/or compatibility with third-party products described herein are subject to change without
notice. The Sage product names mentioned herein are registered trademarks of Sage and/or it’s
affiliated entities. All other product names and/or trademarks are the property of their respective
owners.
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